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Huddle Room Technology (HRT) designs and develops products to support team collaboration and communication inside and
outside huddle rooms. HRT markets its technology all over the world and has operational and commercial offices in Italy and in the
United States.

Huddle Hub: an innovative and user-friendly Wireless Presentation System

Huddle Hub allows the screen of your computer and mobile device to be presented to the room display or projector, eliminating
the need for HDMI cables or dedicated dongles.
Receive the presentation on devices and Smart TVs:

With Huddle Hub you can receive a presentation directly on the
screen of the participants’ personal devices (laptops, tablets,
smartphones) making it simple to see contents even when far from
the main display, or even when there is no display at all. Every
space in your company becomes a meeting space: huddle rooms,
offices, even lounges.
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UC/VC software integration for Multi-site presentations:

With Huddle Hub, wireless presentations can also extend to
different rooms within the company, or with branch offices (multisite feature). Combine Huddle Hub One with a third-party UC/VC
software: connect the meeting room USB webcam to the hub, and
wirelessly send the signal to the laptop doing the videoconference.
No more need for a dedicated PC in the meeting room, just bring
your laptop and keep the table free of cables.

Multi-room: 1 Huddle Hub One, 4 concurrent Wireless Presentations
A single Huddle Hub One/One+ unit hosts up to 4 independent sessions at the same time:

h. 11:20 - Meeting room (Room 1)
Participants follow the presentation on the screen or on their
personal devices. The “wireless
camera” function allows a
videoconference session via one of
the participants’ devices an
completey without cables.

h. 11:20 - Lounge (Room 3)
There is no screen in the lounge,
and a Huddle Hub room is used
for a “device to device” session.

h. 11.20 - Office (Room 2)
A meeting is taking place at the
office where participants share
their work by sending and
receiving presentations directly
to their laptops and tablets.

h. 11:20 - Huddle room (Room 4)
The display on the wall is a
Smart TV or standard TV
connected to an Android dongle.
Participants folow the presentation on the screen or on their
personal devices.

Ethernet
Up to 4
concurrent Rooms

Ethernet + WiFi
Up to 4
concurrent Rooms

Virtual software solution
Up to 64 concurrent Rooms
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